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About This Game

EMBARK ON A JOURNEY...

...as Captain Jet Profit and set out to make a name for yourself in a sector of space riddled with faction conflict, dastardly
pirates, & deft merchants.

You’ll need to hire a crew and lead them through strategic and intense ship-to-ship combat. Or take a peaceful approach and hire
a trader to earn a ship load of credits!

As the captain, you’ll progress in leading your crew in each of the game’s five professions; enhancing your crew’s abilities,
buying bigger and better ships & completing missions.

Seek adventure, fortune and fame throughout your privateer career and retire a legend!

KEY FEATURES

Engage in tactical, strategic, fast-paced ship-to-ship combat - Use strategic offensive and defensive ship capabilities to
gain the advantage.

Ship Systems (Engines, Weapons, Navigation, & Life Support) play a key role and can be knocked out in combat.
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Hire & level up a crew to enhance your ships abilities - Mix the 5 professions in any combo to match your play style
(Engineer, Gunner, Pilot, Medic, Trader).

Crew members age and health deteriorates over time or they can be killed in combat - death is permanent.

Gain Captain Leadership skill in each profession - You make the crew better by gaining skill as their leader.

Complete missions to earn medals & credits - be a bounty hunter or fly aide missions to take goods where they're most
needed.

Trade in the marketplace to earn loads of credits - Keep an eye on market fluctuations to earn the most credits.

Open Space Action & Adventure - Find your own path through the sector.

5 factions to fight for or against - Gain Rank and Prestige in the faction of your choice.

Buy new ships from the shipyard - Fly 6 classes of ships each with different capabilities.

Retire with wealth and prestige, or die trying! - Will you retire a legend? or a beggar?

Each playthrough is different - Missions, goods, and ships are randomly generated for each game.
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Title: The Pirates of Sector 7
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
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Kneeling Bean Studio
Publisher:
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I thought this was going to be a fun an enjoyable game, but nope. The AI is the worst I have seen yet. The men can't even hit an
armed car with their bazooka within 10 meters. That is if they decide to use the bazooka in the first place, most of the time they
will just use their machine gun to attack an amored car. The other probelm is the men just won't attack they will just stand there
doing nothing at all. Did I mention how bad the AI is?. I'm only giving a negative review because of the broken sound - it only
comes out of the right speaker.

Other than that, the game is quite fun with a really cool aesthetic. Each level is made up of 5 areas, and once you beat a level it
unlocks in the "New Game" selection screen. You get 5 lives and 2 continues, for a total 15 lives. A new life is awarded ever
100k points, but the points are reset if you use a continue.

I was playing on Normal until the 3rd boss proved way too difficult, after which I switched to Easy and coasted through the rest.
On Normal difficulty your plane is downed in 1 hit, while on Easy it takes 4 hits - which effectively gives you quadruple lives!
So yeah, becomes pretty easy compared to the Very Hard that is Normal. I guess that's another minus.

If the audio is ever fixed (don't hold your breath,) I'll update the review to Recommended.. This is a sequel that does what the
original game did gameplay-wise, only better and slightly more refined in every way. The story runs parallel to the first game
through the perspective of Hartsock, one of Baker's squadmates from the original game, and while the sotry is not as hard
hitting and the characters aren't as interesting as in the original, the squadmate deaths are still some of the most powerful I've
experienced in a game to date, arguably more powerful than in the first game (still with little to no character development,
surprisingly). The tactical squad-based gameplay is still probably the best of any WW2 shooter to date, ignoring its sequel which
improved on the same formula even more.. I've tried to like this game, but I really cannot. No matter how many times I attempt
to save the lamb, the lamb simply disappears and the next level begins. I believe this represents the eternal suffering women
experience in modern society, they believe they are approaching the end of their subjectivicism to men, simply to be thrown
back into the slaughterfest that is modern culutre and once again objectivifed by males. But overall, its not a bad game.. This
game is so funny.
It's not just a DUDE GAME. Girls can have alot of fun on here too. Not just because you can play from female POV in some
scenarios but just overall trying to see how good you score.
Play through it, then see if your significant other can beat your scores. See who is more likely to slither into someone's dress like
the skeeving weasel. ?

When you answer wrong there are goons holding a gun to Richard's head and other holding a baseball bat as they make Richard
polish their shoes, ect. IT'S SO FUNNY!

I feel like alot goes into making a game like this. Lots of actors. Clips for every mistake. It's like a live-action DRAGON'S
LAIR with mutiple choice answers.

Bottom line. Get this game.. Keyboard and mouse binding suck.. A fun endless runner game, not as easy as I thougth. I
recommend buying when on sale.. A great start for a single indie developer. I dont like rpg games but loved this one especially
due to the space combat. Feels like I am playing mechwarrior in space. Thumbs up. Buy this game so it can become a great
success.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jg4L6uWRkXU&feature=youtu.be. As a horror enthusiast, this did nothing for me.
The monster was not scary nor the sound he made, I kept glitching into a wall or the monster and I would glitch and get stuck,
and there was no option to opt out in the middle of the game, so I literally had to turn off my computer to quit entirely.

The graphics were okay for what it was, controls were a little touchy, but the worst was the monster and programing itself.
The only good thing about this game was the few seconds of song that played and the man over the intercom at the beginning of
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the game play, raising curiosity of who it is and peeking into a back story.

However all in all, poorly done game and not worth time or frustration.
I would recommend the Developer to revisit and rebuild this game.
It's concept is interesting and should have more work put into it, fix bugs, add more option in case both player and monster get
stuck, control layout, REDESIGN THE MONSTER (It looks like a generic troll from a fantasy rpg of something), and better
controls.
If these are fixed, I will give this game another try.

~Sincerely,
The Fuboo
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This game is really bad. The only advice I have to make it better is to remove it from everything known to man.. A good mega
man fan game, but theirs one problem. The controls for keyboard play is horrible! Best play this game with a controller. I
haven't beaten this game yet but until I get a controller, I can't beat this game.. I got this game thinking it would be a great wolf
game with a great time to play as a wolf, but when I got game it would not even let me play from the menu it was horrible. It
froze on me as well and forced me to restart my pc a few times. It's not worth the headaches!

(DON’T BUY THIS GAME!). A short way to describe this game is to basically say that its like Uma Thurman fighting the
Crazy 88 in Kill Bill but with no end. Highly enjoyable, if you've played Hotline Miami and/or FURI this will feel right at home
as a casual arcade experience.
Also like Hotline Miami you will Press R to Restart a lot.

The more in depth description is that you play Akane, fighing infinite yakuzas (probably spelled that wrong pardon me) while
trying to not bite the bullet. Which is insanely difficult, as you die in one hit to anyone. You have the ability to do many things,
such as:
Swing your sword (this consumes stamina, nothing else does but this).
Dash through crowds killing every enemy in them (initially, you actually can earn different swords with different movesets).
Shoot your gun (also can earn different guns, you earn these by trying to play differently than you usually do).
Do a small dash to evade enemies (personally I haven't used this much to at all yet, it seems more efficient to just kill them).
Use a special ability to kill literally everything on screen (I generally avoid this as it can easily end your combo, which lets you
do the dash-to-kill and this ability a lot more).
And that's about it.
I have had a lot of fun since you do get different weapons that change your abilities the more you play.. but it released on a
tuesday. The pre-alpha was the golden age for this game now it sucks.. One of the best games I ever played. First off, this is not
a visual novel. Story mode is less than 5 minutes of poorly translated, broken English and doen't tell any real story. The "game"
itself is a limited clicker (5 types of chest, with 10 levels each), and achievement spammer. Really, that is the only niche I would
recommend this game to. Anyone looking for a quick 500 achievements, and a 100% completion. Maybe someone looking for a
carpal tunnel induction simulator... If you are looking for anything else, you are likely going to be disappointed. The single sprite
is cute, but that's about it as far as artwork. Music\/sound? Do yourself a favor and turn it off if you are going to try this. After
pounding on my keyboard for a few minutes, I felt the beginnnings of a headache and was reminded of nothing more than a
small dog (we're going with Pomeranian) barking at an imaginary intruder while I was "playing", until I wised up and shut it off.
It took me slightly more than 30 minutes to get all achievements. So, unless you fit that small, specific group I mentioned, do
yourself a favor and avoid this title. Thanks.. Okay so first off love the art style and idea its definetly unique and a lot of
hardwork was put into the game. Though I wasnt able to finish the game I liked it but some of it was too hard to figure out or to
understand what to do next so I used a guide. I couldnt finish the game not because I didnt want to but because my game was
glitched because apparently you need to get grubs in the saw room and they werent there for me. I like the wacky story,
background, ideas and characters and I wish I could have finished the game but I couldnt. But amazed that this is free because it
is a really good game so far and it seems more like a game you would pay for rather than a free one. I would rate 8/10 just
because I really like its potential to introduce more awesome ideas and because of the work put itno this.
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